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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE GOVERNMENT has announced bold measures to introduce accountability into the public schooling system. Launching the National Education Evaluation and Development Unit on 18 March 2011, the Minister of Basic Education, Angie Motshekga, stated: ‘When we mapped the Education Roadmap in 2008, we resolved to ensure the effective evaluation of all teachers based on the extent to which learner performance improves.’

CDE welcomes this initiative, and looks forward to its effective implementation. However, teachers should not become the scapegoats for a large and struggling system. There are good teachers in our public schooling system who deliver results against the odds.

In this context, CDE has examined the situation in the country surrounding teacher supply and demand. Its overall conclusion is that South Africa urgently needs more and better teachers. The shortage of good teachers is a key reason why the education system is underperforming, particularly in scarce but vital subjects such as mathematics and science. Teachers play a central role in determining the outcome of any education system, and South Africa is no exception to this rule.

In order to explore these issues in greater depth, CDE asked four experts – Dr Roger Deacon and Professors Charles Simkins, Marissa Rollnick, and Karin Brodie – to conduct in-depth studies of the supply of, demand for, and quality of South Africa’s teachers, particularly in respect of maths and science. This report summarises their work, and draws out some implications for education policy and strategy.

Teachers are poorly trained and utilised

- South Africa is producing too few teachers, especially in key subjects such as maths and science. The teacher training system is producing about a third of the country’s requirement of about 25 000 new teachers a year. It needs to produce about 15 000 more teachers a year, particularly in scarce subjects (such as maths, science, commerce, and technology).

- Many of the existing teachers in these subjects are not teaching well, and are also poorly managed. This is partly because many of them have been badly trained. In one study cited by our researchers, 73 matric physical science teachers from South Africa’s Dinaledi schools (which are provided with extra maths and science resources) were tested on basic problem-solving skills. Only 60 per cent were able to solve the problems involved.

- South Africa’s teachers are also often poorly utilised. There is a shortage of maths teachers, yet many qualified maths teachers are not teaching maths despite being willing to do so. Another study cited by our researchers found that 16 581 teachers in the Eastern Cape were qualified to teach mathematics, but only 7 090 were actually teaching mathematics, and only 5 032 of these had a mathematics qualification.

- The teacher age profile suggests a looming shortage, and a growing need for greater numbers of younger teachers. More than two thirds of South Africa’s teachers are older than 40.
While their formal qualifications have improved, existing teachers spend too little time in the classroom, and many teach badly when they do. According to government studies, many teachers often come late, leave early, spend only 46 per cent of their time teaching each week, and hardly teach at all on Fridays.

According to one official evaluation, only about a third of the institutions currently training teachers should qualify for accreditation, which – of course – has implications for the quality of their graduates.

Many talented graduate teachers either emigrate or take up other professions, resulting in a loss of thousands of teachers every year. A quarter or even more of all newly trained teachers do not take up teaching posts in South Africa’s schools, deterred largely by low salaries and the poor image of the profession.

Although the government has increased its bursaries for student teachers in the past few years, this is insufficient to meet the country’s needs. Far too few bursaries are being offered to potential teachers.

Too few candidate teachers are being trained in scarce subjects, which can only be remedied by more bursaries, and better and more diversified teacher training. Thousands more maths and science teacher trainees are needed. Special efforts are then required to retain these teachers – who have many other options in the economy and overseas – through improved working conditions and incentives.

South Africa is already benefiting from immigrant teachers, but some policy-makers and planners do not favour this approach, with the result that the importation of teachers is not properly planned.

Based on these findings, CDE has formulated the following pointers to improved education policy and strategy:

**Teachers play a key role in determining results**

This study has confirmed that the poor performance of many teachers is a major reason for the dismal results achieved by large sections of South Africa’s schooling system. However, aggregates often conceal important points about variations by subject, for example. South African teachers as a whole are adequately paid, but is this true of competent maths teachers? South Africa needs to produce more teachers, but should this be done in all subjects, and by all the current public institutions?

**More good maths and science teachers are vital**

The biggest future demand will be for teachers in languages, maths (and mathematical literacy), commerce, life sciences, and physical sciences. The projected expansion of FET colleges will also require more good teachers in technical subjects.

South Africa is at or near the bottom of the world class in terms of student performances in maths and science. There is also much scope for improvement in other subjects relevant...
Many talented graduate teachers either emigrate or take up other professions, resulting in a loss of thousands of teachers every year.

to the economy, such as technology and commerce. The availability and quality of teachers in these subjects is a key factor in poor student performances.

Given the scale of the challenge (hundreds of thousands of teachers, and millions of learners), one needs to acknowledge the limitations of producing, say, 1 000 more science and mathematics teachers through existing B Ed programmes, or placing 1 000 existing teachers in professional learning communities. Such efforts might help, but would not significantly improve the average performance of South Africa’s body of learners.

Carrots as well as sticks are required

This raises the issue of whether teacher training in maths, science, and other specialised subjects; teacher improvement programmes; and teacher retention should be linked to market forces.

In his State of the Nation Address in February 2011, President Jacob Zuma admonished teachers to work harder. There is little doubt that many teachers (though not all) deserve this admonition. However, in the case of mathematics, for instance, carrots may work more effectively than sticks.

International experience suggests that performance incentives for teachers can work well. For example, at a CDE Round Table on international experience of schooling reform held earlier this year, Paulo Renato Souza, former minister of education in Brazil and secretary of education in the state of São Paulo, reported that teacher upgrading and selective rewards were key to education reform in Brazil. Tom Boasberg, superintendent of the school system in Denver, Colorado, also reported on the positive results of performance pay for teachers, and similar experience has been documented in other cities and countries.

Selective rewards should be considered

CDE is not suggesting that all teachers deserve greater rewards. Many – possibly most – teachers are underperforming. Teachers in scarce subjects who are performing should be selectively rewarded. And prospective teachers in subjects most needed for economic growth and national development – selected languages, mathematics, science, commerce, and a new breed of vocational/technical teachers – should be better paid.

Teachers should not only be trained by public institutions

Another issue is which institutions should produce the teachers of tomorrow. Public tertiary institutions are currently producing about one third of the required numbers. The issue is not only whether they will be able to train many more teachers, but whether they will be able to train them well. For instance, if only a small proportion of formally trained maths and science teachers teach competently today, what does this say about quality control at the institutions that produced them?

The Department of Higher Education and Training is aware of the need to produce more teachers, and the pressure on universities in this regard is reportedly building. But can
we rely solely on these institutions to increase the output of good science, mathematics and vocational teachers to the required levels? And can we rely solely on state-supported enhancement programmes to improve the quality of existing teachers?

The short answer is that we cannot. Moreover, many of the most talented graduates will continue to emigrate, opt for jobs at private or former ‘Model C’ schools, or opt for other careers altogether.

Therefore, the challenge of providing enough good teachers to meet South Africa’s current and future needs will not be resolved simply by bringing political will to bear on public institutions.

**Market forces should be harnessed**

Besides improving the output and performance of public sector teacher training institutions, market forces need to be harnessed. Much more work is required to determine how this could or should be done, but three principles stand out even at this early stage:

- South Africa is spending enough on education; the problem is that this expenditure is poorly utilised.
- It we are to get better value for our education spend, the economic laws of supply and demand, and associated pricing signals, should be brought to bear on this sector as well. We argue in favour of increased competition in other areas of state expenditure. Why not apply it to this sector, where it is sorely needed?
- Teacher training and retraining should be opened up to market forces. Private players and public institutions should compete for public funds.

**Conclusion**

Teachers are at the centre of South Africa’s struggling school system. This report has examined the supply of and demand for teachers from a number of angles. It is clear that South Africa cannot continue to rely solely on current systems to train more and better teachers. Government as a whole, and the departments of Basic and Higher Education, have acknowledged that South Africa lacks sufficient good teachers, and have begun initiatives to fill this gap. However, given the nature and scale of the challenge, the public sector alone cannot address this national need with sufficient scale, quality and speed. A new response is required, drawing upon the best of global experience as well as all our national resources, both public and private.
INTRODUCTION

THE SOUTH African education system is underperforming, particularly in terms of mathematics and science results in the National Senior Certificate (NSC) examinations. Compared to many other developing countries, South Africa’s expenditure on education is not being matched by results.

Maths and science are vital for skilled jobs, economic growth, and national development, and improving the country’s output of sound maths and science graduates is a national imperative. Central to achieving this goal is producing, using, and retaining good teachers.

At the level of results, the situation is depressing. The 2011 Annual National Assessment results were released by Basic Education Minister Angie Motshekga in late June 2011. The figures indicated that on average students had not achieved the competencies specified in the curriculum. For example in grade 6, the national average performance in mathematics was 30 per cent. Despite areas of improvement, NSC results in mathematics have declined in recent years.

Numerous major studies – including the 2007 McKinsey study of the best performing schooling systems in the world1 – have concluded that no schooling system can rise above the limits imposed by the quality of its teachers. If this is so, South Africa’s science and mathematics teachers are worrying variables.

For example, a recent study has shown that most science teachers in South Africa’s Dinaledi schools (which are provided with extra resources in mathematics and science) lack basic problem-solving skills. A total of 73 matric physical science teachers from about 50 Dinaledi schools in North West and KwaZulu-Natal were tested in five intellectual strategies: the clear representation of problems, identifying and focusing on the goal, the identification and use of relevant principles, the use of equations for deductions, and proceeding step-by-step with the solution. The teachers’ competence was poor in all the intellectual strategies tested. About 60 per cent of teachers tested were unable to solve the questions correctly.2

Against this background, CDE asked four experts to conduct in-depth studies of various aspects of the supply of, demand for, and quality of South Africa’s teachers, particularly in respect of maths and science (see box, next page).

This paper summarises their work, and draws out some implications for education policy and strategy. We start by looking at some basic facts about South African teachers, their utilisation, quality and actual rate of production; continue by comparing this with a model of projected teacher requirements in different fields and at different levels; and conclude by examining the policy implications for the upgrading of existing maths and science teachers and the training of new ones.
BACKGROUND RESEARCH REPORTS

This paper is based on the following background research reports written for CDE:

- R Deacon, Teacher Demand, Supply and Quality in South Africa and in International Perspective: A Review of the Literature (2010).
- C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers, 2010 to 2050 (2010).

All three reports are available from the Centre for Development and Enterprise.

SOUTH AFRICA’S TEACHERS: BASIC FACTS IN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

This section is based on a review of the literature on teacher demand, supply and quality in South Africa and elsewhere by Dr Roger Deacon, an independent education researcher with extensive experience. His study yielded five themes – basic dimensions, teacher utilisation, quality, the sourcing of teachers, and management systems – which are summarised below.

Basic dimensions

Table 1 reflects the number of teachers in schools in South Africa in 2010. Their distribution is broadly consistent with provincial population profiles, with KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng, and the Eastern Cape accounting for more than half of all teachers.

Table 1: Teachers working in schools by province, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauteng</td>
<td>70 340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpumalanga</td>
<td>34 575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limpopo</td>
<td>58 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Cape</td>
<td>8 846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Cape</td>
<td>35 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Cape</td>
<td>69 018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KwaZulu-Natal</td>
<td>91 926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free State</td>
<td>23 850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>26 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>418 109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value in the classroom

It shows that, as in many other countries, South Africa’s teaching corps comprises a large number of people – far bigger than the workforce of any major South African corporation. It differs from the average corporate (or even government department) workforce in demographic terms, although it is perhaps closer to national population norms. South African teachers are largely female (67 per cent), mostly African (77 per cent), older than 40 (67 per cent), generally qualified (95 per cent), and have more than 15 years’ experience on average (53 per cent).

The attrition rate among teachers is about 5 per cent a year, which translates into a need for about 20 500 new teachers a year. However, when other factors, including growth in the number of learners are factored in, the need rises to about 25 000.

Researchers agree that the greatest needs are for teachers in mathematics, science, technology, languages, the Foundation Phase (grades R-3), the Intermediate Phase (grades 4-6), special needs teachers, and teachers in rural schools. They are still debating the extent of these shortages, and which need to be addressed most urgently, but CDE’s model of scale and order is presented later in this report.

Teacher utilisation

Reported shortages of teachers in scarce subjects (see below) are exacerbated by the fact that existing teachers are not being optimally utilised. Deacon’s review cites a team of economists from the University of Stellenbosch recent finding that teaching time was poorly scheduled and utilised, and that class sizes could be substantially reduced if existing teaching time was used more effectively.5

Many teachers who are qualified to teach certain subjects, including scarce subjects such as mathematics, do not actually teach those subjects. Many teachers of mathematics are not qualified to do so, and many of those who are qualified are not teaching mathematics. In 2005 the Department of Education itself found that 44 per cent of teachers who were qualified to teach an identified scarce subject (e.g. mathematics) were actually teaching other, non-scarce subjects.6

Teacher quality

The quality of teachers, measured in terms of formal qualifications, appears to have improved significantly since 1990, with many teachers having upgraded their education (but not necessarily their subject-speciality) qualifications (see table 2).

Table 2: Proportion of qualified teachers: 1990, 1994, 2005–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion qualified</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unfortunately, this positive trend is offset by a number of others. According to Deacon, the research has shown consistently that many South African teachers fall well short of national and international norms and standards in respect of subject knowledge, teaching methods and productivity. More recent evidence, for example of the competencies of science teachers even at the so-called elite Dinaledi schools suggests that most would be unable to teach that subject effectively.7

A look at some outcomes is instructive. In 2003, grade 3 learners averaged 54 per cent for literacy and 30 per cent for numeracy in a national systemic evaluation conducted by the Department of Basic Education.8 In 2004, grade 6 learners averaged 38 per cent for languages, 27 per cent for mathematics, and 41 per cent for natural sciences.9 The Western Cape, Northern Cape and Gauteng were the best performing provinces, while Limpopo, the Eastern Cape and North West were the worst. In general, learners in rural schools achieved lower scores than learners in urban schools. The 2011 Annual National Assessment by the Department of Basic Education – which was benchmarked against international standards – suggests that matters have not improved. In grade 6, the national average scores in language and mathematics were 28 per cent and 30 per cent respectively, which was well below international norms.

In 1999, South African grade 4 learners achieved the lowest average in numeracy, the fifth lowest average in literacy, and the third lowest average in life skills among learners in 12 African countries.10 Comparative studies since then have shown a similar pattern.11 These problems stem largely from teachers’ behaviour as well as poor school management. Research by the HSRC and the Department of Basic Education based on interviews with thousands of teachers shows that teachers commonly do not complete the curriculum, teach too slowly, make insufficient cognitive demands of learners, do not develop concepts, set insufficient written work, and provide students with few opportunities to read. Moreover, many teachers often come late to school, leave early, spend only 46 per cent of their time teaching each week, and hardly teach at all on Fridays. They also seldom explain or provide feedback on homework assignments.12

Research also shows that many teachers have been disoriented by needless and sometimes repeated changes to wider teaching systems (such as Outcomes-Based Education).13

Sourcing teachers
The government is attempting to improve the supply of teachers by encouraging enrolment in teachers’ courses at universities, inter alia by supplying bursaries for students.14

Figure 1 projects the growth in newly qualified teachers (teaching degree and/or diploma) based on a 15 per cent growth in enrolments.
South Africa is spending enough on education, the problem is that this expenditure is poorly utilized.

It shows that if enrolments increased by 15 per cent a year, by 2016 or 2017 enough new teachers would graduate to compensate for normal attrition. However, as Deacon points out, this projection is based on several assumptions, namely that universities are supplied with the resources they need to train additional teachers; that graduation rates remain at 65 per cent or higher; and that teacher attrition rates remain at 4 per cent or less.

The danger inherent in such projections is that they could prompt universities to lower their intake standards as well as the standards of their courses.

A quarter or even more of all newly trained teachers do not take up teaching posts in South Africa's schools. They are deterred largely by low salaries and the poor image of the profession. Incentives could be introduced to attract and retain better teachers as well as teachers in scarce subjects, but this has been opposed by the teachers' unions.

Besides the public university system, more teachers could be sourced from the private higher education sector (i.e. private colleges and universities which could be accredited to do so), the pool of unemployed teachers (estimated by the Department at some 10 000 in 2007), or abroad. On the last point CDE has argued the case for greater flexibility in respect of skilled migration to South Africa, but despite verbal support from prominent policy-makers and other politicians, including the Minister of Home Affairs and members of the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee, the Department of Home Affairs appears not to have opened the country's borders to skilled teachers or other skilled migrants on any scale that would be more realistic in relation to need.
Management systems

Quality management systems intended to support and develop teachers and also hold them accountable are inadequate, not least because some district-level government officials and subject advisors are incompetent, but also because teachers’ unions defy these sorts of measures. Moreover, teacher performance is severely compromised by teachers’ apparent lack of self-confidence, lack of discipline, and lack of commitment. According to Deacon, these factors are not unique to South Africa, but are more acute here than in many other countries.

At the same time, there is significant global (and especially sub-Saharan African) demand for teachers – particularly in mathematics, science, language, technology, and special education – due to growing school populations, increasing numbers of retirements from the profession, and Education for All targets. South Africa will need to become more aware of and responsive to this global competition, because part of the reason South Africa is not attracting new, or retaining existing, mathematics and science teachers of quality is that they are migrating elsewhere. According to one estimate, about 10 000 teachers migrated to the United Kingdom alone between July 1997 and July 2006. While this figure was not broken down by subject, it is common cause that maths and science teachers are in highest demand worldwide. Teachers who emigrate also tend to be among the most talented, thus depleting the country’s already inadequate pool of good teachers.

Research shows overwhelmingly that good teaching is vital for better results. This in turn, means that any system seeking to improve itself should attract better candidates, train them better, and support them more effectively when they start teaching. South African and international research shows that efforts to recruit and retain good teachers should begin with the careful selection of capable and motivated people; providing them with rigorous and relevant training; paying them well; providing them with opportunities for advancement; and supporting them via induction, mentoring, and practice teaching programmes.

This is true for all teachers, but especially for science and mathematics teachers. As will be evident from the projections to follow, simply having more teachers and paying them better is not the solution. The solution lies in having particular types of teachers who are better supported and better paid.

In summary, key points made in the Deacon review are that:

• There is a shortfall in the production of new teachers of about 15 000 a year. However, the quality of teachers is more important than the extent of the shortage; and

• While more teachers are needed, this will not necessarily improve the performance of learners, especially in scarce subjects such as maths and science.

Having said this, most would agree that we need to produce more good maths and science teachers, and retain them in South Africa. Therefore, we now turn to a second study dealing with the supply and demand of teachers, especially in scarce subjects.
THE DEMAND FOR TEACHERS IN CERTAIN SUBJECTS

THIS SECTION is based on a statistical study of the demand for and supply of teachers up to 2050 by Prof Charles Simkins. Simkins first projected the population to 2050 and then projected learners to 2050, using assumptions about repetition rates and drop-out rates. Next, he delineated four groups of teachers, namely grade R teachers in public and independent ordinary (ie non-specialist) schools; grades 1–9 teachers in public and independent ordinary schools; grades 10-12 teachers in public and independent ordinary schools; and teachers in Further Education Colleges. Finally, he projected learner-teacher ratios, and applied attrition rates to the teacher stock.

Population projection

Figure 2 projects the South African population to 2050. The projection includes the effects of AIDS.

Figure 2: South African population, 2010–2050

Although the population will continue to grow, South Africans are having fewer children. Thus, in terms of this model, the percentage of the population younger than 15 falls from 31.1 per cent in 2010 to 23.5 per cent in 2050, implying that the absolute size of this age group will be close to static over the 40-year period. This drop in the percentage of young people occurs despite substantial projected immigration.24

This trend does not relieve the pressure to produce more teachers. Simkins models relationships between projected age groups, enrolments, promotions, drop-out rates, and cohort survival rates and arrives at projected pupil intake estimates, promotion
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rates, repetition rates, and period survival rates. After comparing these statistics to teacher production levels, he concludes that there will be a significant undersupply of teachers.

**Teacher need projection**

Simkins calculates how many teachers will be needed to teach the projected number of learners at different levels (grades), in different types of schools, and in different subjects. Plans for Further Education and Training (FET) have a major bearing on these projections. As Simkins notes:

‘The most recent statement of policy on Further Education Colleges is contained in Government Notice No 1361 in the Government Gazette of 12 December 2008. Relevant to this exercise are the following provisions:

- The distinction between initial vocational education and training (IVET) and continuing vocational education and training (CVET). IVET will take the form of national certificates (vocational) at NQF levels 2, 3 and 4 and higher education training at the certificate and diploma levels. CVET consists of training closely related to the workplace. 70–80 per cent of enrolments should be for IVET, and 20–30 per cent for CVET. The National Certificate (Vocational) qualifications will gradually replace the old NATED Report 191 (N) programmes.

- The majority of students in the Colleges should be in the 17-24 age range, The Colleges are to focus on the following groups:
  - Unemployed matriculants
  - Unemployed youth with grades 9, 10 and 11
  - Grade 9 learners with the capacity to succeed in NC(V) programmes
  - Employed adults wishing to enrol in IVET or CVET programmes.

- In 2006, the enrolment at public colleges was about 400 000. This should be doubled to 800 000 by 2014. There were about 100 000 in private colleges in 2006 and this should be doubled to 200 000, giving a total enrolment in the sector of a million.

Simkins then asks: Are these goals coherent? Are they realistic? What will they lead to? He concludes: ‘FET colleges will compete with universities for the biggest single group by highest level of education achieved, and the basis of the competition is not clear.\(^{25}\) One determinant is whether universities expand their certificate and diploma programmes. Another will be institutional loyalty to further education colleges – the extent to which people, having entered technical colleges, elect to complete all their education there. It will be assumed that further education colleges capture 25 per cent of all National Senior Certificate passes allowing entry into higher education certificates and diplomas.’
Value in the classroom

THE GOVERNMENT’S ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING FET

The Department’s assumptions about the FET College constituency and its needs are contained in key passages from its planning report on this sector:

‘... students will enrol in FET colleges, not because they are failures of other parts of the education system, but because they have made an informed decision to make FET colleges preferred institutions and institutions of first choice.26

‘... it is clear from international experience that employers are not looking for individuals who have narrow occupational skills, but people who are able to communicate, solve problems, calculate and effectively participate in team work. It is increasingly understood that the key role of vocational education institutions is to support long term employability and skills development rather than short-term training for a specific occupation or trade. This speaks to the need for initial vocational education to focus on general vocational programmes which support the development of vocational skills with a breadth of knowledge and a strong general education foundation…

‘It is important to make a distinction between initial vocational education and training (IVET) and continuing vocational education training (CVET). The curricula for IVET are broadly specified in order to lay down the foundations for further learning or for several related occupations. On the other hand, CVET refers to vocational programmes that are offered to the youth or adults to enhance their knowledge and skills closely related to the workplace and the job functions of CVET participants… Between 70 per cent and 80 per cent of each college’s enrolment capacity should be devoted to IVET, and between 20 per cent and 30 per cent to CVET.27

CDE 2011

FET policy assumes that this is an alternative channel for students who are more practical than academic in orientation, but who might continue into post NSC level education. Simkins, however, concludes that the underlying government assumptions about FET (see box on this page) are ‘roseate to the point of self-delusion.’ There are several reasons he says this, including that a large number of students currently enrolling have already failed at some point in the school system, and that many learners first repeat and then drop out of grades 10 and 11 because they have not acquired the literacy and numeracy to prepare for the National Senior Certificate. Expecting these learners to absorb more general education at further education colleges when they have not mastered the requirements of grades 1–9 is unrealistic. This has important implications for projecting the numbers of specialist teachers projected to be required at FET institutions.

They are special types of teachers, unlike those produced in most faculties of education. Simkins notes:

‘There are perhaps a half to three quarters of million students in grades 10–12 who would be better occupied on simple industrial unit standards [i.e. practical semi-skilled
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occupational tasks like bricklaying or erecting scaffolding in construction] in further education colleges, schools or other sites of instruction.’ And beyond this, the education of teachers at FET colleges is also a considerable challenge, given the projected doubling of enrolments in a short space of time, and the fact that good work experience outside of education would be a necessary ingredient for success in this field.

Teacher demand projections by level and subject

Simkins points out that learner: teacher ratios provide the link between projections of enrolments and projections of teacher demand. His projections to 2050 are based on actual ratios in 2008.

Table 3: Learner: teacher ratios, 2008-2050

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grade R</th>
<th>Grades 1-9</th>
<th>Grades 10-12</th>
<th>FET Public</th>
<th>FET Private</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers 2010 to 2050, CDE, 2010.

The assumption that such ratios should be used for projecting future teacher needs might be regarded as arguable by some, who could argue that one of the problems with South African education is that current ratios are too high. Be that as it may, the effect of such an argument would be simply to underline the extent and urgency of the teacher training challenge. Table 4 reflects the demand for teachers based on the ratios in table 1.

Table 4: Demand for teachers, 2010-2050

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grade R</th>
<th>Grades 1-9</th>
<th>Grades 10-12</th>
<th>FET Public</th>
<th>FET Private</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>19 259</td>
<td>280 914</td>
<td>85 787</td>
<td>7 878</td>
<td>3 333</td>
<td>397 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>23 152</td>
<td>280 301</td>
<td>89 837</td>
<td>15 695</td>
<td>5 000</td>
<td>413 985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>28 149</td>
<td>299 134</td>
<td>96 132</td>
<td>23 649</td>
<td>6 667</td>
<td>453 731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>32 482</td>
<td>305 192</td>
<td>99 723</td>
<td>47 513</td>
<td>6 667</td>
<td>491 577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers 2010 to 2050, CDE, 2010.
The demand for grade 12 teachers can be broken down by area of specialisation. For example, it can be argued that learners in grades 10–12 receive 27.5 hours of instruction per week, divided up as follows:

- nine hours in official languages;
- four and a half hours in mathematics or mathematics literacy;
- two hours in life orientation; and
- four hours in each of three other subjects.29

The distribution of learners across subjects can be found by analysing the 2009 National Senior Certificate results.30 The demand for teachers overall in grades 10–12 by area of specialisation can then be calculated as in table 5.

### Table 5: Teacher subject needs projected over time (grades 10–12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Official languages</td>
<td>28 076</td>
<td>29 401</td>
<td>31 462</td>
<td>32 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>7 334</td>
<td>7 680</td>
<td>8 218</td>
<td>8 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics literacy</td>
<td>6 704</td>
<td>7 020</td>
<td>7 512</td>
<td>7 793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life orientation</td>
<td>6 239</td>
<td>6 534</td>
<td>6 991</td>
<td>7 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>11 792</td>
<td>12 349</td>
<td>13 214</td>
<td>13 707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences</td>
<td>6 588</td>
<td>6 899</td>
<td>7 383</td>
<td>7 659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical sciences</td>
<td>4 904</td>
<td>5 135</td>
<td>5 495</td>
<td>5 701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social studies</td>
<td>6 776</td>
<td>7 096</td>
<td>7 593</td>
<td>5 701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>2 620</td>
<td>2 744</td>
<td>2 936</td>
<td>3 046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>2 021</td>
<td>2 117</td>
<td>2 265</td>
<td>2 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>1 273</td>
<td>1 333</td>
<td>1 426</td>
<td>1 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>1 086</td>
<td>1 137</td>
<td>1 217</td>
<td>1 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and culture</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>85 787</td>
<td>89 837</td>
<td>96 132</td>
<td>99 723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers 2010 to 2050, CDE, 2010.
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The table shows that only 23 per cent of registrations were for South African trained teachers with at least M+3 (that is, a matric qualification plus three years or tertiary education). Nearly double that number were provisional registrations of teachers with less than an M+3 qualification. And 28 per cent – more than local M+3 qualifications – were for teachers who had qualified in other countries. This demonstrates that the South African supply of ‘qualified’ teachers falls well short of demand. This means that 77 per cent of new teachers registered in 2009/10 were either underqualified or trained abroad. Once again, this indicates that South Africa is not producing enough teachers.

Government report on the supply and development of teachers

In July 2010, the Chief Directorate: Teacher Education in the Department of Higher Education and Training produced a report on the supply and development of teachers, based on information gathered from higher education institutions.

The study found that a total of 5 716 teachers had graduated from Bachelor of Education and Postgraduate Certificate of Education programmes in 2007, and 5 942 in 2008. In 2009, 1 275 teachers were expected to graduate from foundation phase (grade 3 and below) programmes; 2 524 from intermediate phase (grades 4–6) programmes, with 17 per cent specialised in physical science, 16 per cent in languages, and 13 per cent in mathematics; 2 650 from senior phase (grades 7–9) programmes, with 19 per cent specialised in languages, 13 per cent in mathematics, and 12 per cent in physical science; and 2 949 teachers from FET phase (grades 10–12) programmes, with 15 per cent specialised in languages, 12 per cent in mathematics, and 7 per cent in physical science. In all, this is fewer than 10 000, well short of the projected requirements, but a major improvement over the figures for 2007, which were below 6 000.

Full-time equivalent enrolments for the B Ed (Bachelor of Education) and PGCE (Post Graduate Certificate in Education) rose from 27 747 in 2008 to 34 675 in 2009, a 25 per cent increase. First-time enrolments rose from 11 855 to 16 257, a 37 per cent increase, so output could be expected to grow significantly over the next few years.

### Table 6: New teacher registrations, 2009/10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full (Requirement at least an M+3 year teacher qualification)</td>
<td>6 690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisional (Offered to teachers with less than M+3)</td>
<td>12 957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early childhood development</td>
<td>1 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of foreign teaching qualifications</td>
<td>7 961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>28 723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers 2010 to 2050, CDE, 2010.
While no accurate figures were available, the report estimated the attrition rate among existing teachers at between 3.8 and 6 per cent a year. These figures provide a foundation for the projection of subject and levels requirements of new teachers in the sub-section to follow.

The required supply of new teachers to 2050

The Simkins model (supported by Deacon, who worked independently but in parallel to Simkins) assumes a median attrition rate of 5 per cent a year, which enables the calculation of the number of new teachers required for grade R, grades 1-9, grades 10-12, public further education colleges, and private further education colleges. The results are depicted in figure 3.

**Figure 3: Required new teacher production, 2010-2050**

Source: C Simkins, Demand for and Supply of Teachers 2010 to 2050, CDE, 2010.

Total required production varies between 22,000 and 28,000 a year. This cannot simply be translated into a production requirement for universities, because past experience suggests that about one quarter of graduates will not take up teaching in South Africa. Current production is less than 40 per cent of projected requirements. If we build in the projected attrition of a quarter of this number to other professions or countries, actual production is closer to 30 per cent of requirements.

Simkins argues that it is undesirable to expand the role of under qualified teachers in the system, and perhaps unwise to rely heavily on continued inflows of foreign-trained teachers for too long. The Department’s own recent reports conclude that initial teacher
education programmes should be given a ‘higher priority than they appear to be receiving at present’.

CDE would concur with this assessment, but it would also re-emphasise what Deacon was inferring from research on existing teachers, namely the need to incubate and retain good teachers, especially in scarce subjects such as mathematics and science. Moreover, the new emphasis on IVET/CVET/FET means that the demand for good technical teachers is also rising rapidly. They will need more than only academic training, frequently by trainers with little practical knowledge.

Indeed, international experience suggests that if IVET/CVET/FET-type education is to be respected by both parents and potential employers, they will need to be convinced that teachers/instructors themselves have proven track records in the workplace. Unfortunately, outside a few centres of excellence in the country, often supported by specific companies, there is little evidence of such educators being produced and retained (see CDE, Vocational Education in South Africa – Strategies for improvement, forthcoming).

In summary:

- South Africa needs to produce about three times more teachers a year. It currently produces fewer than 10,000 teachers a year. It needs an additional 15,000 teachers a year to go into schools, and allow for some graduates who will not take up teaching.
- The country needs to do so without sacrificing quality in teacher training; rather, teacher training needs to be enhanced, so that accredited mathematics and science teachers, for example, impart knowledge much more effectively than they are at present.
- We need to provide many more bursaries for teacher training, especially in mathematics and science. While precise numbers cannot be given without specific research, evidence available now shows that bursaries need to be increased many times over, especially for maths and science.
- Teaching needs to be made a more attractive profession. This is especially the case when it comes to ensuring that we retain and attract competent teachers in mathematics and science as well as other scarce subjects. The competition for such teachers is coming from opportunities in the rest of the domestic economy as well as globally.
IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING MATHS AND SCIENCE TEACHERS

BESIDES IMPROVING the supply of new teachers, a key challenge is to improve the performance of existing teachers, especially those in specialised subjects such as maths and science. To this end, CDE asked Professors Marissa Rollnick and Karin Brodie of the University of the Witwatersrand to identify international best practice with respect to improving maths and science education in public schools.

They report: “There can be little doubt that the South African public school system is in crisis. South Africa spends more money on education than similar income-level countries, and produces poorer results than many countries with lower Human Development Indices. CDE has consistently addressed the problem of what it might take to improve mathematics and science education in public schools, where improvement means an increase in the number and quality of passes in mathematics and science. This important goal is easy to state but much harder to achieve, as the increased pass rate can be artificial, and the goal of more and better passes at grade 12 level is susceptible to quick fixes and superficial change.”

Their last remark chimes with other allegations of grade inflation in the NSC. These are difficult to prove, and have sometimes led to polarising political statements. Be that as it may, Rollnick and Brodie argue that improving mathematics and science education needs to go beyond a focus on grade 12 results to all levels of the schooling system.

They consider a number of possible strategies, including whole-school reform; the provision of materials and resources; a focus on initial teacher education; support for new teachers; using assessment to leverage the system; extra support for learners; teacher retention; and teacher professional development.

They say that all these are necessary, and no single strategy is sufficient on its own. However, they conclude that professional development lies at the centre of all the other interventions, primarily because it is not possible to improve maths and science education without better teachers. They acknowledge that not all forms of professional development are equally successful, and that it should build on initial teacher education; support new teachers; help teachers to engage with curriculum change; help them to evaluate and use materials; help them learn from assessing their learners; and contribute to, and be supported by, school leadership. Nevertheless, making a meaningful impact on teacher performance would require ‘deep and targeted interventions’.

Key principles for teacher development
Drawing on the international literature, Rollnick and Brodie posit seven principles for effective professional development:

1. The piecemeal, workshop-type professional development currently prevalent in South Africa is not effective.
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2. A focus on a few important instructional priorities over a long period of time is most effective.
3. Actual school and classroom data is an important source for teacher learning.
4. Teachers learn best through interactions with other teachers and with experts acting as ‘critical friends’ in professional learning communities, in an environment of mutual trust.
5. High-quality professional development should immerse participants in enquiry, questioning, and experimentation, and act as a model for enquiry forms of teaching.
6. There should be a focus on both subject-matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge.
7. Reform strategies must be linked to other aspects of school change, such as whole-school development and curriculum change.

With this in mind, Rollnick and Brodie study four teacher enhancement programmes relevant to South Africa, namely the New Zealand Secondary Mathematics Project (NSZMP); the Local Systemic Change through Teacher Enhancement Initiative (LSC) of the National Science Foundation in the United States; the Ohio Statewide Systemic Initiative (SSI) in the United States; and the concept of professional learning communities.

According to them, the SSI is most relevant to South Africa. This comprised a large-scale, 10-year investigation into mathematics and science teaching in the state of Ohio, aimed at systemic change with an equity agenda. Professional development took the form of summer workshops, reinforced by further regular workshops on both content and pedagogy throughout the year.

Participating teachers received university credits for professional development courses. Work was also done with principals and school administrators in a school system comprising a 17 per cent African-American population as well as high levels of poverty, with 800 000 of 1 800 000 learners qualifying for school food subsidies. The initiative uses both qualitative and quantitative data to show major learning gains across the board (in richer and poorer areas) and a narrowing of the achievement gap between black and white learners. These outcomes were directly linked to professional development. According to Rollnick and Brodie, this project resonates with the South African context because of its emphasis on disadvantaged schools, and its success in improving the performance of black students.

Probably the most important consideration is whether such initiatives would be replicable under South African conditions where, compared to Ohio, we have a weaker state, stronger unions, and no appropriate effort–reward relationships.

Limitations

According to Rollnick and Brodie, professional learning communities comprise a form of in-school teacher development that involves the networking of teachers either within or across schools, and the use of learner data to inform practice, mostly with the support of external facilitators. This approach cuts across many disciplinary areas, and is taking place throughout the world. Together with facilitators, teachers study data gathered
In Brazil teachers’ performance bonuses consist of 2.4 times salaries at schools that reach their performance targets, and 2.9 times salaries at schools that exceed their performance targets. Poor attendance may result in bonuses being reduced or even eliminated. In 2010, 210,000 of 227,000 eligible teachers and staff received some kind of bonus.

New career paths for teachers have been created, involving promotion along five new levels, and larger salary increases for each level. Conditions for promotion include improved attendance, permanence, and further studies.

The new promotion system comprises five levels. Promotion to the next level involves a salary increase of 25 per cent. This means that the salaries of teachers could increase further.
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The projected expansion of FET colleges will require more good teachers in technical subjects.

Teachers than were teaching mathematics across South Africa. Similarly, in 2005, 16 581 teachers in the Eastern Cape were qualified to teach mathematics, but only 7 090 teachers were actually teaching mathematics in the province and only 5 032 of these had a mathematics qualification. … [Moreover, DoE surveys in 2006 and 2007 found] that 38 per cent of schools reported a mathematics teacher shortfall, yet some 6 000 qualified mathematics teachers were not teaching mathematics (and one third of these teachers were from schools that also reported experiencing a shortfall of mathematics teachers), either because they were school managers, or were teaching another subject altogether. Of qualified mathematics teachers not teaching mathematics, three quarters were said to be willing to teach mathematics in the same school, and one quarter in another school, leading to an estimate that perhaps between 800 and 1 600 mathematics teachers could be relocated.40

These observations do not amount to disputing the need for producing more mathematics teachers and upgrading existing ones, but do underline concerns reported threefold in the course of their careers. Twenty per cent of all teachers may be promoted yearly, and each teacher may be promoted once every three years.

Teacher attendance in Brazil has been a major problem. Four years ago, teachers might have been absent every other day for purported family and other reasons while still continuing to draw their pay. The regulations have been tightened, but levels of absence are still very high. Teachers are allowed to be absent for a certain number of days. ‘We now say, you don’t necessarily have to take all those days, and will be promoted if you take fewer than the maximum number.’42

Tom Boasberg, superintendent of Public Schools in Denver, Colorado, said it was very important for principals to have the ability to hire and dismiss teachers. ‘This is the most fundamental right of leading any organisation – the right to make sure your people are on the bus, and going in the right direction.’

Schools in Denver have a lot of flexibility on how to spend their budgets. Unlike many other school districts, Denver does not prescribe staffing.

The factor with the greatest impact on student achievement by far is the quality of teachers. According to Boasberg, a few years ago, a seminal study was conducted in Dallas which traced the development of two groups of students from grade 3 to grade 6. Their performance at grade 3 level was identical. Half subsequently had effective teachers, and half had ineffective teachers. After three years, 75 percent of students in the first group were at grade level, compared to 25 per cent in the second.

‘This is bigger than the achievement gap in any city in our country, and goes to show that we can close our achievement gaps and dramatically change performance by focusing above all on the quality of teaching in our classrooms.’43
earlier that 44 per cent of teachers of scarce subjects are actually teaching them. It is also worth noting that many formally qualified maths and science teachers do not do so effectively. A major part of this problem is the poor training of teachers (including initial training and current on-the-job training).

A recent review of teacher education programmes by the Higher Education Quality Committee (HEQC) of the Council on Higher Education (CHE) concluded that: ‘Teacher education programmes are not providing the subject and pedagogical knowledge required to improve the quality of teaching substantially – in 2007, only 40 per cent of 15 B Ed programmes and 32 per cent of 22 PGCE programmes were deemed worthy of full accreditation after being reviewed by the HEQC.’

In other words, one of the main reasons South African schools are performing so badly may be the poor training of teachers, particularly in specialised subjects such as maths and science. Therefore, while remedial programmes such as those proposed by Rollnick and Brodie may have a positive effect, they are not necessarily a comprehensive response to our current challenges.

**KEY FINDINGS AND INSIGHTS**

**Key findings**

**South Africa is producing too few teachers**, especially in key subjects such as maths and science. Moreover, many of the current teachers in these subjects are teaching badly, and are also poorly managed.

**South Africa has many teachers, but they are often poorly utilised.** There is a national shortage of maths teachers, yet we have qualified maths teachers who are not teaching maths but have indicated that they are willing to do so.

**The teacher age profile suggests a looming shortage, and a growing need for greater numbers of younger teachers.** Also, while their formal qualifications have improved, existing teachers spend too little time in the classroom, and many teach badly when they do. Moreover:

- The teacher training system is currently producing about a third of the country’s total needs – it needs to produce some 15 000 more teachers a year, with an emphasis on scarce subjects.
- Only about a third of the institutions training teachers deserve accreditation, which means that actual production levels in the past and present suffer quality problems.
- Far too few bursaries are being offered to talented potential teachers, and several thousand new bursaries a year are required for those prepared to study and teach scarce subjects.
- Too few candidate teachers are being trained in scarce subjects, which can only be remedied by more bursaries and better and more diversified teacher training.
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- Many talented graduate teachers either emigrate or take up other professions, with a resulting loss of thousands per annum.
- South Africa is already benefiting from immigrant teachers (reportedly about 1,000 a year), but some policy-makers and planners do not favour this approach, with the result that the importation of teachers is not properly planned.

Both CDE’s research and government statements reflect a concern about the lack of teacher professionalism. Education specialist Dr Roger Deacon notes: ‘Not least, teachers’ productivity and work ethic leave much to be desired. In his 2009 State of the Nation address, President Zuma stated that teachers should be in school, in class, on time, teaching, with no neglect of duty and no abuse of pupils. That he felt it necessary to make such an emphatic statement affirming what ought to be ordinary educational practice is a further indictment of the quantity and quality of teaching taking place in the country, where, according to Dr Graeme Bloch up to “80 per cent of schools are dysfunctional, especially in terms of the poor outcomes produced”.44

The National Planning Commission (NPC) recently identified poor education and youth unemployment as the country’s two key challenges, and identified the application of teachers to task as a key cause of poor student performance. Rejecting national poverty or poor teacher salaries as relevant causes, the NPC stated that the test scores of poor learners in South Africa were ‘far lower than those of poor learners in other African countries. Research evidence highlights the significance of factors or problems within the education system itself. These include the ongoing changes and amendments to curricula, the type of teacher training, inadequate support to teachers, teaching time compared to other activities... Our conclusion is that the main problems lie in teacher performance and the quality of school leadership.’45

The NPC believes South Africa is receiving poor value for money from its teachers: ‘Literacy and numeracy test scores are low by African and global standards, despite the fact that government spends about 6 percent of GDP on education and South Africa’s teachers are among the highest paid in the world (in purchasing power parity terms)’.46

Key insights

Teachers play a key role in determining results

CDE’s research confirms that the poor performance of teachers is a major reason for the poor performance of the South African schooling system. However, aggregates often hide important points about variations by subject, for example. South African teachers as a whole are adequately paid, but is this true of competent mathematics teachers? South Africa needs to produce more teachers, but should this be done in all subjects, and by all the current public institutions?

More good maths and science teachers are vital

The biggest future demand will be for teachers in languages, mathematics (and mathematical literacy), commerce, life sciences, and physical sciences. The projected expansion of FET colleges will also require more good teachers in technical subjects.
South Africa is at or near the bottom of the world class in terms of student performances in maths and science. There is also much scope for improvement in other subjects relevant to the economy, such as technology and commerce. The availability and quality of teachers in these subjects is a key factor in poor student performances.

Given the scale of the challenge (hundreds of thousands of teachers and millions of learners), one needs to acknowledge the limitations of producing, say, 1 000 more science and mathematics teachers through existing B Ed programmes, or placing 1 000 existing teachers in professional learning communities. Such efforts might help, but would not significantly improve the average performance of South Africa’s body of learners.

**Carrots as well as sticks are required**

This raises the issue of whether teacher training in maths, science and other specialised subjects, teacher improvement programmes, and teacher retention should be linked to market forces.

In his State of the Nation Address in February 2011, President Jacob Zuma admonished teachers to work harder. There is little doubt that many teachers (though not all) deserve this admonition. However, in the case of mathematics, for instance, carrots may be more effective than sticks.

International experience suggests that performance incentives for teachers can work well. For example, at the CDE Round Table on international experiences of schooling reform held earlier this year, Paulo Renato Souza, former Brazilian minister of education and secretary of education in the state of São Paulo, reported that teacher upgrading and selective rewards were key to education reform in that country. Tom Boasberg, superintendent of the school system in Denver, Colorado, in the United States, also reported on the positive results of performance pay for teachers, and similar experiences have been documented in other cities and countries.47

**Selective rewards should be considered**

CDE is not suggesting all teachers deserve greater rewards. Many – possibly most – teachers are evidently underperforming. However, teachers in scarce subjects who are performing well should be selectively rewarded. And prospective teachers in subjects most needed for economic growth and national development – selected languages, mathematics, science and commerce, as well as new vocational/technical subjects – should be better paid.

**Teachers should not only be trained by public institutions**

Another issue is which institutions should produce the teachers of tomorrow. Public tertiary institutions are currently producing about one third of the required numbers. The issue is not only whether they will be able to train far more teachers, but whether they will be able to train them well. For instance, if only a small proportion of formally
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trained maths and science teachers teach competently, what does this say about quality control at the institutions that produced them?

The Department of Higher Education and Training is aware of the need to produce more teachers, and the pressure on universities in this regard is reportedly building. But can we rely solely on these institutions to increase the output of good science, mathematics and vocational teachers to the required levels? And can we rely solely on state-supported enhancement programmes to improve the quality of existing teachers?

The short answer is that we cannot. Moreover, many of the most talented teaching graduates will continue to emigrate, opt for jobs at private or ‘Model C’ schools, or opt for other careers altogether.

Therefore, the problem of providing enough good teachers to meet South Africa's current and future needs will not be resolved simply by bringing political will to bear on public institutions.

Market forces should be harnessed

Besides improving the output and performance of public training institutions, market forces need to be harnessed. Much more work is required to determine how this could or should be done, but three principles stand out even at this early stage:

• South Africa is spending enough money on education; the problem is that this expenditure is poorly utilised.
• If we are to get better value for our education spend, the economic laws of supply and demand, and associated pricing signals, should be brought to bear on this sector as well. We argue in favour of increased competition in other areas of state expenditure. Why not in this sector, where it is so urgently needed?
• Teacher training and upgrading programmes should be opened up to market forces. Private players and public institutions should compete for public funds to produce the best quality programmes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Teachers are at the centre of South Africa’s struggling school system. This report has examined the supply of and demand for teachers from a number of angles. It is clear that South Africa cannot continue to rely solely on current systems to train more and better teachers. Government as a whole, and the Departments of Basic and Higher Education, have acknowledged that South Africa lacks sufficient good teachers, and have begun initiatives to fill this gap. However, given the nature and scale of the challenge, the public sector alone cannot address this national need with sufficient scale, quality and speed. A new response is required, drawing upon the best of global experience as well as all our national resources, both public and private.
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